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HOW TO USE MEETING 
ROOM ANALYTICS TO 
OPTIMIZE YOUR 
WORKPLACE
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You meet to share ideas, make some progress, gain some 
results, move forward, collaborate, learn, improve, grow. 
This means that people end up in a ton of meetings every 
week in a professional context. It’s simply the way modern 
organizations work these days Therefore, meetings are an 
integral part of business life.

What goes on in your conference rooms can tell you a 
lot about your company from a process and productivi-
ty standpoint. Today, the best and most comprehensive 
Meeting Management Software can help you systemati-
cally aggregate all your meeting data to help you design a 
workplace that support those meetings and matches the 
requirements from your employees.
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Using a meeting room analytics tools in meeting 

management software lets you track and mea-

sure important metrics related to your meetings 

so that you can go back and analyze and under-

stand them. This information helps you plan for 

the future of your business and reduce the cost 

of meetings. That data is critical to understand 

your consumption of your workplace and utiliza-

tion of your meeting rooms.

If you master your meeting room statistics, you 

can ultimately improve on your strategies re-

garding everyday efficiency, utilization of your 

workspace and future real estate planning.

Understand your workspace utilization

Occupancy, Time Score, Utilization Rates and 

preferred “meeting room type.” These are im-

portant metrics to master.

By looking at the occupancy and usage rates of 

your meeting rooms, you are able to get a clear-

er picture of which floor or departments of your 

business are leveraging their meeting rooms and 

to what extent. Do we have enough space, or do 

we have an overcapacity?

This information is vital for your real estate plan-

ning department to make important decisions 

about the layout of your office space. This of-

ten includes subtle details like how many desks 

or cubicles to place on a floor compared to how 

many meeting rooms.

By using your meeting data to measure and col-

lect the usage/occupancy rates of your meeting 

rooms, you will soon find out some interesting 

facts about how your workforce utilizes your 

space. It is not how you would think!

For example, you may find that your sales team 

prefers traditional, formal meetings in a room 

that are equipped with tools like presentation 

screens, projectors, or white boards.

Meanwhile, you might find your marketing di-

vision prefers more informal meeting environ-

ments in open spaces and does not leverage the 

same room equipment as the sales team. In fact, 

these relaxed meetings are becoming increas-

ingly popular in today’s office culture, also called 

activity based working. But does your workplace 

support that? And do you have the right amount 

of these “huddle rooms”?

UNDERSTAND, DESIGN, AND 
EMPOWER THE MODERN WORKPLACE
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Your occupancy rates, on the other hand, will 

quickly tell you whether you have too many or 

too few meeting rooms on a particular floor.

Ultimately, using your scheduling systems and 

tools to track and measure these metrics allows 

you to find your company’s sweet spot regarding 

the ratio between people and conference rooms. 

There is no perfect benchmark or industry stan-

dard here. You have to learn what is the right fit 

for you to support your work culture and pro-

cesses.

Find patterns, learn habits, and find the right 

capacity

By leveraging your Meeting Management Soft-

ware to learn your meeting habits, you will 

quickly see how many people are invited to your 

meetings on average. Have many attend external 

meetings? How many participated in the weakly 

roundup?

Some statistics suggest that most meetings con-

tain four people or less. However, you might find 

that certain departments have a consistent need 

for meetings of a greater number such as eight  

or 12 people.

Once you have this data on hand, you can go back 

and reassess the efficiency of your real estate. 
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If for example, you find your meetings contain 

an average of four people but all your meeting 

rooms are set out for at least eight people, you 

will want to consider making better use of this 

space, perhaps dividing these rooms into smaller 

ones.

Conference rooms can include a variety of new 

sensor technologies like IoT or BLE Beacons 

designed to track the attendance of individual 

members for companies to get a better idea of 

meeting room usage in their offices. There are a 

lot of possibilities to include IoT devices as a data 

source as well that will improve your insights 

into meeting patterns as well. Is there a correla-

tion between a number of meetings, which peo-

ple meet with who, and your productivity score 

in your company?

Other features can include “meeting confirma-

tion” or “claiming a room,” which allows you to 

track whether a meeting took place. Ghost meet-

ings is a productivity killer for all companies. 

Knowing how many no-shows you have prevent-

ed gives you insights into how good (or bad) your 

team is at attending booked meetings. Having 

accurate data allows your real estate planning 

team to make clear, concise decisions about your 

office space and how the layout is designed.
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If you master your 
meeting room 

statistics, you can 
ultimately improve on 

your strategies
 regarding everyday 

efficiency, 
utilization of your 

workspace and future 
real estate planning.
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Teach your team a valuable lesson

Your scheduling software can help you teach 

your team valuable lessons about meeting room 

culture. Meeting room analytics can be asso-

ciated to an organizer and over time give you 

valuable insight into the different meeting tech-

niques of your various team members. There-

fore you can leverage data to change behavior 

and culture.

By using meeting management software with 

built in analytics capabilities, you’ll get valuable 

insight into which team members plan and run 

meetings efficiently. From there, you can cre-

ate opportunities to help out those that need it 

most, ultimately driving up the efficiency of your 

entire team.

For example, you may find that some organizers 

book rooms that are much larger than what they 

needed. Based on your analytics, you can reach 

out to those team members, train them on how 

such a seemingly trivial issue can have a big ef-

fect on the company, and motivate them to im-

prove booking behavior in the future.

By talking to your staff based on your data, you 

can also get to the bottom of why they plan 

meetings the way they do. You might find that 

it is a Facility Management issue and that your 

smaller rooms or huddle rooms are consistently 

busy.

Alternatively, you might find that it is because 

some rooms don’t have the same features as oth-

ers and lack the right in-room equipment. From 

there, you can equip your other rooms accord-

ingly to stop this happening in the future.

Your meeting room data can also help you track 

which team members are booking rooms for lon-

ger than needed. Are meetings already ended 

before time? You might learn that your meeting 

displays lack a cancel option, for example.

TAKE CONTROL BUT  
EMPOWER THE USER
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Take control of your meeting rooms now

Thanks to new and comprehensive meeting man-

agement solutions, it is now easier than ever be-

fore to track how your meeting rooms are being 

used and your entire workspace utilized. Wheth-

er you are  concerned with real estate or the ef-

ficiency of your team, these metrics can help you 

make informed decisions about your company’s 

meeting rooms and plan accordingly for the fu-

ture. Now you don’t have to guess when people 

ask how many meetings you have each month or 

what your occupancy rates are.

These analytics tools are becoming more afford-

able and accessible as technology and software 

become more advanced. With cloud-based tech-

nologies, the best solutions integrate with your 

Exchange, Outlook, Office 365 or Google Calen-

dar platform, meaning you have the possibility 

to “look back in time” and learn how your office 

space was being used, before the implementa-

tion of a new meeting management solution.

When you do not know what is happening in your 

meeting rooms, you can’t improve the process. 

Take control of your meeting rooms today with 

a meeting room analytics tool. This is the easiest 

way to empower users with data and foster a da-

ta-driven meeting culture.
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FIVE WAYS MEETING ROOM ANALYTICS 
OPTIMIZE YOUR MODERN WORKPLACE

UNDERSTAND WORKSPACE 
UTILIZATION

UNCOVER TRENDS

Usage and behavior data is critical to understand the utilization of your work spaces and meeting rooms, 
improve meeting culture, and reduce the overall cost of meetings. Here is how ...

Instantly enhance productivity and room utilization by controlling 
or regulating meet- ing room booking behavior.
 Collect and measure usage and occupancy rates of your meeting rooms 
to uncover some interesting facts about how your workforce utilizes 
your space and learn how to use those spaces even more optimally.

Meeting room analytics deliver quantifiable data that show how tech-
nology, facilities, and employees are engaging in conference rooms. 
Go deeper into conference room activity with daily reporting of key met-
rics like meetings, attendees, and occupancy to get the full story of how 
your office space performs. Know exactly the busiest times of day, most 
popular types of rooms, and most common size of meetings.

# 1

# 2
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IMPROVE MEETING ROOM 
OFFERINGS

SIMPLIFY

See exactly what employees are looking for to better provide the 
right type of rooms, equip- ment, and technology employees need. 
Under- standing employee needs enables companies to improve the 
entire meeting booking process. With more spaces that people need 
available, the overall efficiency of the office is increased.

Analytics delivered in a user-friendly dashboard cuts through com-
plexity and allows users to make decisions based on valuable data 
and key metrics. 
Get answers to your questions about people, places, and events with-
out the need for any on-prem installation.

# 3

# 4
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EMPOWER EVERYONE
A fully integrated meeting room analytics tool not only enhances your office’s meeting manage-
ment suite, it empowers everyone in the organi- zation with data. 
User-friendly analytics bring insight to everyone, enabling better decisions about shared spaces. A 
meeting room analytics tool like AskCody Insights that seamlessly integrates with Outlook, Office 
365, and Google Calendar means there’s no third-party platform to learn or toggle between, putting 
data directly in the hands of everyone.

# 5
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